TRACES
What reminds you?

Drug addiction affects many in our community. Whether you’ve lost a family member to a drug overdose, lost touch with a friend who uses, or are fighting your own addiction, daily reminders—objects, places, people—can be anywhere.

*Traces* is a collection of those reminders and the feelings they evoke. Tell us your story and help us explore the deep and subtle ways that drug addiction in Vermont leaves its mark.

Share A Photo

Email us at share@vpr.net with a photograph and a short description of a place, person or object that either reminds you of someone you’ve lost, or motivates you to stay clean.

Record Your Story

Call us at 802-552-8899 and leave us a message. Tell us about whatever it is that reminds you of someone you’ve lost to drug addiction, or what keeps you going on the path to recovery.

vpr.net/traces
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